SCUBA Products
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First engineered for SCUBA diving, the Gear Keeper is a rugged, retractable
gear attachment system, designed to utilize and protect gear in severe
environments with maximum break strength and durability.
The Gear Keeper is at the core of an extensive product line that boasts an impressive
array of benefits and features: a patented flushing system that clears sand and debris
from the unit, is salt-water proof, and will withstand high-temperature environments
a patented Q/C Connector System that provides quick and easy connection/disconnection of gear.
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The RT3 series features 80# (36 Kg) break-strength and uses Nylon/Kevlar line.
The RT2 series and the New RT4 series features 60# (27 Kg) break-strength and
uses Nylon Coated Stainless Steel cable. All three series feature high-impact
housing, multiple spring forces and multiple mounting options.
All SCUBA retractors feature the exclusive Q/C-II (Quick Connect) System that
allows gear to be easily disconnected from the Gear Keeper® while keeping gear
close at hand and reducing the overall length of the tethering system.
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Choosing the right Gear Keeper is easy because they’re packaged by application
(console, flashlight, etc.): the right force, mounting option, and accessories needed.
The New RT4 with the Combo mount offers divers one product with two
mounting options: Snap Clip mount to a D-ring or Threaded Stud mount to
a webbing strap/BC pocket for even better streamlining.
The RT3 12-oz (340 gr) Locking Gear Keeper® is the perfect solution for
tethering heavy lights and cameras. Locked on land and unlocked
underwater; the system always holds gear close to your body. The low
retraction force is perfect underwater where heavy items become more
buoyant, so you can handle your gear effortlessly.
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Grab your gear, use it, let it go —
it retracts back every time!
Gear Keeper makes whatever you
you’re
re doing easier
while preventing loss or damage to your valuable gear.
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Console
Co
Retractors Force: 24 oz (680 gr) Extension : 32” (81 cm)

20 oz. (567 gr / 18” (45 cm)

ose at hand, easy to use!

cking GK
luxe ( 29,99)
RT3-5913
Snap /Bracket

Locking GK
Basic ( 24,99)
RT3-0013
Snap Clip

Locking GK
Brass Bolt ( 27,49)
RT3-0083
Brass Bolt

Locking GK
SS Snap ( 35,69)
RT3-0093
Stainless Snap

Large
La Flashlight Retractors Force: 12 oz. (340 gr) Extension : 42” (106 cm)

Force:
o 9 oz. (255 gr)
x
Extension
: 31” (78 cm)

eecommended for Large Flashlights & Cameras Lights 3-C to 8-D & Rechargeables:

Locking GK
Deluxe ( 29,99)
RT3-5912
Snap/Bracket

Locking GK
Basic ( 24,99)
RT3-0012-A
Snap Clip

Locking GK
Brass Bolt ( 27,49)
RT3-0082
Brass Bolt

Small
S
Tool Retractors 3 oz. (85 gr) / 36” (91 cm)

Mini GK
Console Pack ( 21,99)
RT4-5973 Combo Mount
Snap/Threaded Stud

Mini GK Flashlight ( 19,99)
RT4-5972 Combo Mnt. Snap/ Threaded Stud

Locking GK
SS Snap ( 35,69)
RT3-0092
Stainless Snap

Recommended for Small Flashlights
& Single Computer/Compass Modules
Lights 4-AA to 2-C: Pelican Stealth; Princeton Tec 40

Mounting
M
Bracket RT3

Threaded Stud Mount
RT2-0020 ( 19,99)
Heavy Duty Snap Clip
RT2-0040 (  19,99)

slide weight belt through bracket
1-0016-03

( 3,25)

Sandwich webbing between
retractor & bracket
(either horizontally or vertically).
Screw bracket to retractor

All prices are in Euro, exclusive VAT (Sales Tax)
Specifications, Features and Pricing may change without notice

European distributor AVERA B.V. THE NETHERLANDS - WWW.AVERA.EU

